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We offer:
▶ Full-time jobs
▶ Internships
▶ Student jobs

ENGINEERING

▶ Working abroad
▶ Cooperation on master thesis

Three roads to
Leica Geosystems
Machine Control Division
ADVERTISEMENT
»My family had a small construction company with
earthmoving and agricultural machines. I have always been
interested in electronics so it caught my interest when the
implementation of machine control started in the 1990’s.
I was employed in 2016 as Support Process Specialist, and
I now use my background as Electronics Engineer in my
position as Quality Engineer.«

„I work with machine control sensor technology.
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Anders, Bachelor in Engineering in Electronics
»I grew up in France and did my ﬁrst internship in
Liebherr Mining in Colmar. I later worked with software
development and sensor technology at Airbus in Bremen,
Germany. I started in Leica Geosystems Machine Control
in 2016 as Application Engineer, and I currently work with
software user interface and customer support. I really
enjoy being part of developing intuitive and user-friendly
software designs.«
Alexandra, Materials Science and Engineering

»With my background in surveying and long-term user
of products from Leica Geosystems, I know the industry
from the customer perspective. I felt I could contribute
with my knowledge and at the same time be at the
cutting-edge development side of the products, so when
I was contacted by Leica Geosystems in Switzerland I saw
it as an opportunity to work internationally. After six years
and three kids we decided to move back to Denmark in
2016, where I now work as an Application Engineer in the
Machine Control Division in Odense.«
Jacob, Master of Science in Surveying

